In extreme classification problems, learning algorithms are required to map instances to labels from an extremely large label set. We build on a recent extreme classification framework with logarithmic time and space [19] , and on a general approach for error correcting output coding (ECOC) with loss-based decoding [1] , and introduce a flexible and efficient approach accompanied by theoretical bounds. Our framework employs output codes induced by graphs, for which we show how to perform efficient loss-based decoding to potentially improve accuracy. In addition, our framework offers a tradeoff between accuracy, model size and prediction time. We show how to find the sweet spot of this tradeoff using only the training data. Our experimental study demonstrates the validity of our assumptions and claims, and shows that our method is competitive with state-of-the-art algorithms.
Introduction
Multiclass classification is the task of assigning instances with a category or class from a finite set. Its numerous applications range from finding a topic of a news item, via classifying objects in images, via spoken words detection, to predicting the next word in a sentence. Our ability to solve multiclass problems with larger and larger sets improves with computation power. Recent research focuses on extreme classification where the number of possible classes K is extremely large.
In such cases, previously developed methods, such as One-vs-One (OVO) [17] , One-vs-Rest (OVR) [9] and multiclass SVMs [34, 6, 11, 25] , that scale linearly in the number of classes K, are not feasible. These methods maintain too large models, that cannot be stored easily. Moreover, their training and inference times are at least linear in K, and thus do not scale for extreme classification problems.
Recently, Jasinska and Karampatziakis [19] proposed a Log-Time Log-Space (LTLS) approach, representing classes as paths on graphs. LTLS is very efficient, but has a limited representation, resulting in an inferior accuracy compared to other methods. More than a decade earlier, Allwein et al. [1] presented a unified view of error correcting output coding (ECOC) for classification, as well as the loss-based decoding framework. They showed its superiority over Hamming decoding, both theoretically and empirically.
In this work we build on these two works and introduce an efficient (i.e. O(log K) time and space) loss-based learning and decoding algorithm for any loss function of the binary learners' margin. We show that LTLS can be seen as a special case of ECOC. We also make a more general connection between loss-based decoding and graph-based representations and inference. Based on the theoretical framework and analysis derived by [1] for loss-based decoding, we gain insights on how to improve on the specific graphs proposed in LTLS by using more general trellis graphs -which we name Wide-LTLS (W-LTLS). Our method profits from the best of both worlds: better accuracy as in lossbased decoding, and the logarithmic time and space of LTLS. Our empirical study suggests that by 32nd Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2018), Montréal, Canada. employing coding matrices induced by different trellis graphs, our method allows tradeoffs between accuracy, model size, and inference time, especially appealing for extreme classification.
Problem setting
We consider multiclass classification with K classes, where K is very large. Given a training set of m examples (x i , y i ) for x i ∈ X ⊆ R d and y i ∈ Y = {1, ..., K} our goal is to learn a mapping from X to Y. We focus on the 0/1 loss and evaluate the performance of the learned mapping by measuring its accuracy on a test set -i.e. the fraction of instances with a correct prediction. Formally, the accuracy of a mapping h : X → Y on a set of n pairs, {(x i , y i )} n i=1 , is defined as 1 n n i=1 1 h(xi)=yi , where 1 z equals 1 if the predicate z is true, and 0 otherwise.
Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC)
Dietterich and Bakiri [14] employed ideas from coding theory [23] to create Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC) -a reduction from a multiclass classification problem to multiple binary classification subproblems. In this scheme, each class is assigned with a (distinct) binary codeword of bits (with values in {−1, +1}). The K codewords create a matrix M ∈ {−1, +1}
K× whose rows are the codewords and whose columns induce partitions of the classes into two subsets. Each of these partitions induces a binary classification subproblem. We denote by M k the kth row of the matrix, and by M k,j its (k, j) entry. In the jth partition, class k is assigned with the binary label M k,j .
ECOC introduces redundancy in order to acquire error-correcting capabilities such as a minimum Hamming distance between codewords. The Hamming distance between two codewords M a , M b is defined as ρ(a, b) , and the minimum Hamming distance of M is ρ = min a =b ρ(a, b). A high minimum distance of the coding matrix potentially allows overcoming binary classification errors during inference time.
At training time, this scheme generates binary classification training sets of the form {x i , M yi,j } m i=1
for j = 1, . . . , , and executes some binary classification learning algorithm that returns classifiers, each trained on one of these sets. We assume these classifiers are margin-based, that is, each classifier is a real-valued function, f j : X → R, whose binary prediction for an input x is sign (f j (x)). The binary classification learning algorithm defines a margin-based loss L : R → R + , and minimizes the average loss over the induced set. Formally,
, where F is a class of functions, such as the class of bounded linear functions. Few well known loss functions are the hinge loss L(z) max (0, 1 − z), used by SVM, its square, the log loss L (z) log (1 + e −z ) used in logistic regression, and the exponential loss L (z) e −z used in AdaBoost [30] .
Once these classifiers are trained, a straightforward inference is performed. Given an input x, the algorithm first applies the functions on x and computes a {±1}-vector of size , that is (sign (f 1 (x)) . . . sign (f (x))). Then, the class k which is assigned to the codeword closest in Hamming distance to this vector is returned. This inference scheme is often called Hamming decoding.
The Hamming decoding uses only the binary prediction of the binary learners, ignoring the confidence each learner has in its prediction per input. Allwein et al. [1] showed that this margin or confidence holds valuable information for predicting a class y ∈ Y, and proposed the loss-based decoding framework for ECOC 1 . In loss-based decoding, the margin is incorporated via the loss function L(z). Specifically, the class predicted is the one minimizing the total loss
They [1] also developed error bounds and showed theoretically and empirically that loss-based decoding outperforms Hamming decoding. One drawback of their method is that given a loss function L, loss-based decoding requires an exhaustive evaluation of the total loss for each codeword M k (each row of the coding matrix). This implies a decoding time at least linear in K, making it intractable for extreme classification. We address this problem below.
LTLS
A recent extreme classification approach, proposed by Jasinska and Karampatziakis [19] , performs training and inference in time and space logarithmic in K, by embedding the K classes into K paths of a directed-acyclic trellis graph T , built compactly with = O (log K) edges. We denote the set of vertices V and set of edges E. A multiclass model is defined using functions from the feature space to the reals, w j (x), one function per edge in E = {e j } j=1 . Given an input, the algorithm assigns weights to the edges, and computes the heaviest path using the Viterbi [32] algorithm in O (|E|) = O (log K) time. It then outputs the class (from Y) assigned to the heaviest path.
Jasinska and Karampatziakis [19] proposed to train the model in an online manner. The algorithm maintains functions f j (x) and works in rounds. In each training round a specific input-output pair (x i , y i ) is considered, the algorithm performs inference using the functions to predict a classŷ i , and the functions f j (x) are modified to improve the overall prediction for x i according to y i ,ŷ i . The inference performed during train and test times, includes using the obtained functions f j (x) to compute the weights w j (x) of each input, by simply setting w j (x) = f j (x). Specifically, they used margin-based learning algorithms, where f j (x) is the margin of a binary prediction.
Our first contribution is the observation that the LTLS approach can be thought of as an ECOC scheme, in which the codewords (rows) represent paths in the trellis graph, and the columns correspond to edges on the graph. Figure 1 illustrates how a codeword corresponds to a path on the graph.
It might seem like this approach can represent only numbers of classes K which are powers of 2. However, in Appendix C.1 we show how to create trellis graphs with exactly K paths, for any K ∈ N.
Path assignment
LTLS requires a bijective mapping between paths to classes and vice versa. It was proposed in [19] to employ a greedy assignment policy suitable for online learning, where during training, a sample whose class is yet unassigned with a path, is assigned with the heaviest unassigned path. One could also consider a naive random assignment between paths and classes.
Limitations
The elegant LTLS construction suffers from two limitations:
1. Difficult induced binary subproblems: The induced binary subproblems are hard, especially when learned with linear classifiers. Each path uses one of four edges between every two adjacent vertical slices. Therefore, each edge is used by Similarly, the edges connected to the source or sink induce
In both cases classes are split into two groups, almost arbitrarily, with no clear semantic interpretation for that partition. For comparison, in 1-vs-Rest (OVR) the induced subproblems are considered much simpler as they require classifying only one class vs the rest 2 (meaning they are much less balanced).
Low minimum distance:
In the LTLS trellis architecture, every path has another (closest) path within 2 edge deletions and 2 edge insertions (see Figure 2) . Thus, the minimum Hamming distance in the underlying coding matrix is restrictively small: ρ = 4, which might imply a poor error correcting capability. The OVR coding matrix also suffers from a small minimum distance (ρ = 2), but as we explained, the induced subproblems are very simple, allowing a higher classification accuracy in many cases.
We focus on improving the multiclass accuracy by tackling the first limitation, namely making the underlying binary subproblems easier. Addressing the second limitation is deferred to future work.
Efficient loss-based decoding
We now introduce another contribution -a new algorithm performing efficient loss-based decoding (inference) for any loss function by exploiting the structure of trellis graphs. Similarly to [19] , our decoding algorithm performs inference in two steps. First, it assigns (per input x to be classified) weights {w j (x)} j=1 to the edges {e j } j=1 of the trellis graph. Second, it finds the shortest path (instead of the heaviest) P k * by an efficient dynamic programming (Viterbi) algorithm and predicts the class k * . Unlike [19] , our strategy for assigning edge weights ensures that for any class k, the weight of the path assigned to this class, w (P k )
) for the classified input x. Therefore, finding the shortest path on the graph is equivalent to minimizing the total loss, which is the aim in loss-based decoding. In other words, we design a new weighting scheme that links loss-based decoding to the shortest path in a graph.
We now describe our algorithm in more detail for the case when the number of classes K is a power of 2 (see Appendix C.2 for extension to arbitrary K). Consider a directed edge e j ∈ E and denote by (u j , v j ) the two vertices it connects. Denote by S (e j ) the set of edges outgoing from the same vertical slice as e j . Formally, S (e j ) = {(u, u ) : δ (u) = δ (u j )}, where δ (v) is the shortest distance from the source vertex to v (in terms of number of edges). For example, in Figure 1 , S (e 0 ) = S (e 1 ) = {e 0 , e 1 }, S (e 2 ) = S (e 3 ) = S (e 4 ) = S (e 5 ) = {e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 }. Given a loss function L (z) and an input instance x, we set the weight w j for edge e j as following,
For example, in Figure 1 we have,
The next theorem states that for our choice of weights, finding the shortest path in the weighted graph is equivalent to loss-based decoding. Thus, algorithmically we can enjoy fast decoding (i.e. inference), and statistically we can enjoy better performance by using loss-based decoding.
Theorem 1 Let L (z) be any loss function of the margin. Let T be a trellis graph with an underlying coding matrix M . Assume that for any x ∈ X the edge weights are calculated as in Eq. (2). Then, the weight of any path P k equals to the loss suffered by predicting its corresponding class k, i.e.
The proof appears in Appendix A. In the next lemma we claim that LTLS decoding is a special case of loss-based decoding with the squared loss function. See Appendix B for proof. 2 A similar observation is given in Section 6 of Allwein et al. [1] regarding OVR. Lemma 2 Denote the squared loss function by L sq (z) (1 − z) 2 . Given a trellis graph represented using a coding matrix M ∈ {−1, +1} K× , and functions f j (x), for j = 1 . . . , the decoding method of LTLS (mentioned in Section 4) is a special case of loss-based decoding with the squared loss, that is arg max k w (
We next build on the framework of [1] to design graphs with a better multiclass accuracy.
Wide-LTLS (W-LTLS)
Allwein et al. [1] derived error bounds for loss-based decoding with any convex loss function L. They showed that the training multiclass error with loss-based decoding is upper bounded by:
where ρ is the minimum Hamming distance of the code and
is the average binary loss on the training set of the learned functions {f j } j=1 with respect to a coding matrix M and a loss L. One approach to reduce the bound, and thus hopefully also the multiclass training error (and under some conditions also the test error) is to reduce the total error of the binary problems × ε. We now show how to achieve this by generalizing the LTLS framework to a more flexible architecture which we call W-LTLS 3 .
Motivated by the error bound of [1] , we propose a generalization of the LTLS model. By increasing the slice width of the trellis graph, and consequently increasing the number of edges between adjacent vertical slices, the induced subproblems become less balanced and potentially easier to learn (see Remark 2) . For simplicity we choose a fixed slice width b ∈ {2, . . . , K} for the entire graph (e.g. see Figure 3 ). In such a graph, most of the induced subproblems are 1 b 2 K-vs-rest (corresponding to edges between adjacent slices) and some are 1 b K-vs-rest (the ones connected to the source or to the sink). As b increases, the graph representation becomes less compact and requires more edges, i.e. increases. However, the induced subproblems potentially become easier, improving the multiclass accuracy. This suggests that our model allows an accuracy vs model size tradeoff.
In the special case where b = K we get the widest graph containing 2K edges (see Figure 3 ). All the subproblems are now 1-vs-rest: the kth path from the source to the sink contains two edges (one from the source and one to the sink) which are not a part of any other path. Thus, the corresponding two columns in the underlying coding matrix are identical -having 1 at their kth entry and (−1) at the rest. This implies that the distinct columns of the matrix could be rearranged as the diagonal coding matrix corresponding to OVR, making our model when b = K an implementation of OVR.
In Section 7 we show empirically that W-LTLS improves the multiclass accuracy of LTLS. In Appendix E.2 we show that the binary subproblems indeed become easier, i.e. we observe a decrease in the average binary loss ε, lowering the bound in (3) . Note that the denominator ρ × L (0) is left untouched -the minimum distance of the coding matrices corresponding to different architectures of W-LTLS is still 4, like in the original LTLS model (see Section 4.2).
Time and space complexity analysis
W-LTLS requires training and storing a binary learner for every edge. For most linear classifiers (with d parameters each) we get 4 a total model size complexity and an inference time complexity Since training requires learning binary subproblems, the training time complexity is also sublinear in K. These subproblems can be learned separately on cores, leading to major speedups.
Wider graphs induce sparse models
The high sparsity typical to extreme classification datasets (e.g. the Dmoz dataset has d = 833, 484 features, but on average only d e = 174 of them are non-zero), is heavily exploited by previous works such as PD-Sparse [15] , PPDSparse [35] , and DiSMEC [2] , which all learn sparse models.
Indeed, we find that for sparse datasets, our algorithm typically learns a model with a low percentage of non-zero weights. Moreover, the percentage of non-zero decreases significantly as the slice width b is increased (see Appendix E.6). This allows us to employ a simple post-pruning of the learned weights. For some threshold value λ, we set to zero all learned weights in [−λ, λ], yielding a sparse model. Similar approaches were taken by [2, 19, 15] either explicitly or implicitly.
In Section 7.3 we show that the above scheme successfully yields highly sparse models.
Experiments
We test our algorithms on 5 extreme multiclass datasets previously used in [15] , having approximately 10 2 , 10 3 , and 10 4 classes (see Table 1 in Appendix E.1). We use AROW [10] to train the binary functions {f j } j=1 of W-LTLS. Its online updates are based on the squared hinge loss L SH (z) (max (0, 1 − z)) 2 . For each dataset, we build wide graphs with multiple slice widths. For each configuration (dataset and graph) we perform five runs using random sample shuffling on every epoch, and a random path assignment (as explained in Section 4.1, unlike the greedy policy used in [19] ), and report averages over these five runs. Unlike [19] , we train the binary learners independently rather than in a joint (structured) manner. This allows parallel independent training, as common for training binary learners for ECOC, with no need to perform full multiclass inference during training.
Loss-based decoding
We run W-LTLS with different loss functions for loss-based decoding: the exponential loss, the squared loss (used by LTLS, see Lemma 2), the log loss, the hinge loss, and the squared hinge loss.
The results appear in Figure 4 . We observe that decoding with the exponential loss works the best on all five datasets. For the two largest datasets (Dmoz and LSHTC1) we report significant accuracy improvement when using the exponential loss for decoding in graphs with large slice widths (b), over the squared loss used implicitly by LTLS. Indeed, for these larger values of b, the subproblems are easier (see Appendix E.2 for detailed analysis). This should result in larger prediction margins |f j (x)|, as we indeed observe empirically (shown in Appendix E.4). The various loss functions L (z) differ significantly for z 0, potentially explaining why we find larger accuracy differences as b increases when decoding with different loss functions. 
Multiclass test accuracy
We compare the multiclass test accuracy of W-LTLS (using the exponential loss for decoding) to the same baselines presented in [19] . Namely we compare to LTLS [19] , LOMTree [7] (results quoted from [19] ), FastXML [29] (run with the default parameters on the same computer as our model), and OVR (binary learners trained using AROW). For convenience, the results are also presented in a tabular form in Appendix E.5.
Accuracy vs Model size
The first row of Figure 5 (best seen in color) summarizes the multiclass accuracies vs model size.
Among the four competitors, LTLS enjoys the smallest model size, LOMTree and FastXML have larger model sizes, and OVR is the largest. LTLS achieves lower accuracies than LOMTree on two datasets, and higher ones on the other two. OVR enjoys the best accuracy, yet with a price of model size. For example, in Dmoz, LTLS achieves 23% accuracy vs 35.5% of OVR, though the model size of the latter is ×200 larger than of the former.
In all five datasets, an increase in the slice width of W-LTLS (and consequently in the model size) translates almost always to an increase in accuracy. Our model is often better or competitive with the other algorithms that have logarithmic inference time complexity (LTLS, LOMTree, FastXML), and also competitive with OVR in terms of accuracy, while we still enjoy much smaller model sizes.
For the smallest model sizes of W-LTLS (corresponding to b = 2), our trellis graph falls back to the one of LTLS. The accuracies gaps between these two models may be explained by the different binary learners the experiments were run with -LTLS used averaged Perceptron as the binary learner whilst we used AROW. Also, LTLS was trained in a structured manner with a greedy path assignment policy while we trained every binary function independently with a random path assignment policy (see Section 6.1). In our runs we observed that independent training achieves accuracy competitive with to structured online training, while usually converging much faster. It is interesting to note that for 4 Clearly, when b ≈ √ K our method cannot be regarded as sublinear in K anymore. However, our empirical study shows that high accuracy can be achieved using much smaller values of b. the imageNet dataset the LTLS model cannot fit the data, i.e the training error is close to 1 and the test accuracy is close to 0. The reason is that the binary subproblems are very hard, as was also noted by [19] . By increasing the slice width (b), the W-LTLS model mitigates this underfitting problem, still with logarithmic time and space complexity.
We also observe in the first row of Figure 5 that there is a point where the multiclass test accuracy of W-LTLS starts to saturate (except for imageNet). Our experiments show that this point can be found by looking at the training error and its bound only. We thus have an effective way to choose the optimal model size for the dataset and space/time budget at hand by performing model selection (width of the graph in our case) using the training error bound only (see detailed analysis in Appendix E.2 and Appendix E.3).
Accuracy vs Prediction time
In the second row of Figure 5 we compare prediction (inference) time of W-LTLS to other methods. LTLS enjoys the fastest prediction time, but suffers from low accuracy. LOMTree runs slower than LTLS, but sometimes achieves better accuracy. Despite being implemented in Python, W-LTLS is competitive with FastXML, which is implemented in C++.
Exploiting the sparsity of the datasets
We now demonstrate that the post-pruning proposed in Section 6.2, which zeroes the weights in [−λ, λ], is highly beneficial. Since imageNet is not sparse at all, we do not consider it in this section.
We tune the threshold λ so that the degradation in the multiclass validation accuracy is at most 1% (tuning the threshold is done after the cumbersome learning of the weights, and does not require much time).
In Figure 6 we plot the multiclass test accuracy versus model size for the non-sparse W-LTLS, as well as the sparse W-LTLS after pruning the weights as explained above. We compare ourselves to the aforementioned sparse competitors: DiSMEC, PD-Sparse, and PPDSparse (all results quoted from [35] ). Since the aforementioned FastXML [29] also exploits sparsity to reduce the size of the learned trees, we consider it here as well (we run the code supplied by the authors for various numbers of trees). For convenience, all the results are also presented in a tabular form in Appendix E.6.
We observe that our method can induce very sparse binary learners with a small degradation in accuracy. In addition, as expected, the wider the graphs (larger b), the more beneficial is the pruning. Interestingly, while the number of parameters increases as the graphs become wider, the actual storage space for the pruned sparse models may even decrease. This phenomenon is observed for the sector and aloi.bin datasets.
Finally, we note that although PD-Sparse [15] and DiSMEC [2] perform better on some model size regions of the datasets, their worse case space requirement during training is linear in the number of classes K, whereas our approach guarantees (adjustable) logarithmic space for training.
Related work
Extreme classification was studied extensively in the past decade. It faces unique challenges, amongst which is the model size of its designated learning algorithms. An extremely large model size often implies long training and test times, as well as excessive space requirements. Also, when the number of classes K is extremely large, the inference time complexity should be sublinear in K for the classifier to be useful.
The Error Correcting Output Coding (ECOC) (see Section 3) approach seems promising for extreme classification, as it potentially allows a very compact representation of the label space with K codewords of length = O (log K). Indeed, many works concentrated on utilizing ECOC for extreme classification. Some formulate dedicated optimization problems to find ECOC matrices suitable for extreme classification [8] and others focus on learning better binary learners [24] .
However, very little attention has been given to the decoding time complexity. In the multiclass regime where only one class is the correct class, many of these works are forced to use exact (i.e. not approximated) decoding algorithms which often require O (K ) time [21] in the worst-case. Norouzi et al. [27] proposed a fast exact search nearest neighbor algorithm in the Hamming space, which for coding matrices suitable for extreme classification can achieve o (K) time complexity, but not O (log K). These algorithms are often limited to binary (dense) matrices and hard decoding. Some approaches [22] utilize graphical processing units in order to find the nearest neighbor in Euclidean space, which can be useful for soft decoding, but might be too demanding for weaker devices. In our work we keep the time complexity of any loss-based decoding logarithmic in K.
Moreover, most existing ECOC methods employ coding matrices with higher minimum distance ρ, but with balanced binary subproblems. In Section 6 we explain how our ability of inducing less balanced subproblems is beneficial both for the learnability of these subproblems, and for the post-pruning of learned weights to create sparse models.
It is also worth mentioning that many of the ECOC-based works (like randomized or learned codes [8, 37] ) require storing the entire coding matrix even during inference time. Hence, the additional space complexity needed only for decoding during inference is O (K log K), rather than O (K) as in LTLS and W-LTLS which do not directly use the coding matrix for decoding the binary predictions and only require a mapping from code to label (e.g. a binary tree).
Naturally, hierarchical classification approaches are very popular for extreme classification tasks. Many of these approaches employ tree based models [3, 29, 28, 18, 20, 7, 12, 4, 26, 13] . Such models can be seen as decision trees allowing inference time complexity linear in the tree height, that is O (log K) if the tree is (approximately) balanced. A few models even achieve logarithmic training time, e.g. [20] . Despite having a sublinear time complexity, these models require storing O (K) classifiers.
Another line of research focused on label-embedding methods [5, 31, 33, 36] . These methods try to exploit label correlations and project the labels onto a low-dimensional space, reducing training and prediction time. However, the low-rank assumption usually leads to an accuracy degradation.
Linear methods were also the focus of some recent works [2, 15, 35] . They learn a linear classifier per label and incorporate sparsity assumptions or perform distributed computations. However, the training and prediction complexities of these methods do not scale gracefully to datasets with a very large number of labels. Using a similar post-pruning approach and independent (i.e. not joint) learning of the subproblems, W-LTLS is also capable of exploiting sparsity and learn in parallel.
Conclusions and Future work
We propose a new efficient loss-based decoding algorithm that works for any loss function. Motivated by a general error bound for loss-based decoding [1] , we show how to build on the log-time log-space (LTLS) framework [19] and employ a more general type of trellis graph architectures. Our method offers a tradeoff between multiclass accuracy, model size and prediction time, and achieves better multiclass accuracies under logarithmic time and space guarantees.
Many intriguing directions remain uncovered, suggesting a variety of possible future work. One could try to improve the restrictively low minimum code distance of W-LTLS discussed in Section 4.2 Regularization terms could also be introduced, to try and further improve the learned sparse models. Moreover, it may be interesting to consider weighing every entry of the coding matrix (in the spirit of Escalera et al. [16] ) in the context of trellis graphs. Finally, many ideas in this paper can be extended for other types of graphs and graph algorithms. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL A Proof of Theorem 1
Proof: For any class k we have,
The third equality in the proof follows from the path codeword representation, see for example Figure 1 .
B Proof of Lemma 2
Proof: Indeed, for LTLS we have,
Note that we used the fact that M k,j ∈ {−1, +1}.
C Extension to arbitrary K C.1 Graph construction
The following algorithm construct graphs with any number of paths, and is not restricted to powers of 2. See Figure 7 for examples.
Algorithm 1: Graph construction with an arbitrary K Input :Number of labels K and slice width b. 1 Convert K to a base-b representation. 2 Store the reverse representation in an array A of size log b K + 1 (i.e. the least significant b-ary digit is in A [0] ). 3 Build a trellis graph with log b K + 1 inner slices, each with b vertices. 4 Add a source vertex s and connect it to the vertices of the first inner slice. 5 Add a sink vertex t. 6 For every inner slice i = 0 . . . log b K , connect A [i] vertices of the slice to the sink. 7 Delete any vertices from which the sink is unreachable. Below we show that this construction indeed produces a graph with exactly K paths from source to sink. We start with a technical lemma.
Lemma 3 Let v ∈ V \ {t} be a vertex in the ith inner slice (where i ∈ {0 . . . log b K }), and let N (v) be the number of paths from the source to v. Then N (v) = b i .
Proof:
We show this by induction on the slice index i = 0 . . . log b K . In the base case i = 0 and v is in the first inner slice (see Figure 7) . It has only one incoming edge from the source s, hence the statement holds,
Next, denote in (v) {u : ∃ (u, v) ∈ E} and suppose the theorem holds for all slices until the kth slice. Let v be a vertex in the (k + 1)th slice. Following the graph construction, v has b incoming edges from the vertices in in (v), all of which are in the kth slice. According to the inductive hypothesis, ∀u ∈ in (v) : N (u) = b k . Every path from s to u ∈ in (v), could be extended to a path from s to v by concatenating the corresponding edge, and so we get that
Theorem 4 The number of paths from the source to the sink is K, i.e. N (t) = K.
Proof: Let A ∈ {0 . . . b − 1} log b K +1 be the array of the reverse base-b representation of K. Using the decomposition of the b-ary representation, i.e. K =
, and Lemma 3, we get:
C.2 Loss-based decoding generalization
We now show how to adjust the generalization of loss-based decoding for graphs with an arbitrary number of paths K, constructed using Algorithm 1.
The idea of the reduction in (2) is that going through an edge e j inflicts the loss of turning its corresponding bit on (i.e. L (1 × f j (x))), but also the loss of turning off the bits corresponding to other edges between its slices (i.e. j :e j ∈S(ej )\{ej } L ((−1) × f j (x))), which cannot coappear with e j in the same path (i.e. a codeword).
The only change in the general case is that an edge e j = (u j , t) that is connected to the sink t cannot coappear with any other edge outgoing from a vertex in the same vertical slice as u j , or that is reachable from u j . Let δ (v) be the shortest distance from the source to v (in terms of number of edges).
We define an updated S function (which is a generalization of the one defined in Section 5), where for every edge e j = (u j , v j ) ∈ E we set:
and the weights are set as in (2) but with the new S function defined in (5),
For example, in the following figure we have, S (e 6 ) = {e 6 , e 7 , e 8 , e 9 } S (e 2 ) = {e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 , e 13 } S (e 11 ) = {e 10 , e 11 } S (e 12 ) = {e 12 } S (e 13 ) = {e 2 , . . . , e 13 } . Below we show that Theorem 1 is correct for any K. Let P be a path on the trellis graph from the source s to the sink t. We start will the following lemma.
Lemma 5 Let e q = (u q , t) be the last edge in P . For every edge e j = (u j , v j ) ∈ P \ {e q } we have δ (v j ) = δ (u j ) + 1.
Proof: Following immediately from the graph construction -other than edges to the sink, there are only edges between adjacent slices (without cycles). Therefore, any vertex v in a vertical slice i (where the leftmost slice containing s is the first one, i.e. i = 0) holds δ (v) = i, and every edge e j = (u j , v j ) ∈ P \ {e q } holds δ (v j ) = δ (u j ) + 1.
The next corollaries follow immediately.
Corollary 6 For every two different vertices u, v ∈ V \ {t} along P we have δ (u) = δ (v).
Corollary 7 Let e q = (u q , t) be the last edge in P . For every edge e j = (u j , v j ) ∈ P \ {e q } we have δ (u j ) < δ (u q ).
Clearly, since the graph is directed and acyclic, we get the next lemma.
Lemma 8 Every vertex in V can have at most one incoming edge and one outgoing edge in P .
By using Lemma 8, Corollary 6 and Lemma 5 we have the next corollary.
Corollary 9 Set an edge e j = (u j , v j ) along the path P . Then, ∀e j ∈ S (e j ) \ {e j } we have e j / ∈ P .
Proof: Let e j = (u j , v j ) be any edge in S (e j ) \ {e j }, and assume e j ∈ P . We consider two cases:
By the definition of S (e j ), we get δ (u j ) = δ (u j ). By negating Corollary 6 we get u j = u j . Therefore e j , e j are two edges in P outgoing from the same vertex u j , in contradiction to Lemma 8.
v j = t:
By definition, e j = e j . By Lemma 8 we get that u j = u j . Also, since t is a sink it has no outgoing edges, thus u j = t.
By the definition of S (e j ), we get δ (u j ) ≥ δ (u j ). Since u j = u j , we can use Corollary 6 to rule out equivalence and get δ (u j ) > δ (u j ). Following Lemma 5, u j must appear later than u j in P . However, t is the only vertex in P to appear after u j (t is a sink), and since u j = t, we get a contradiction.
We conclude with the main result of this section, which states that Theorem 1 is correct for any K.
Theorem 10 Following the notations of Theorem 1, assume the weights of the edges are calculated as in Eq. (6) with the S function defined in (5). Then, the weight of any path P k corresponding to class k equals to the loss suffered by predicting class k, i.e. w(P k ) = j=1 L (M k,j f j (x)).
Proof:
For any class k, we denote the last edge in P k by e q = (u q , t). We have,
D Details for complexity analysis in Section 6.1 W-LTLS requires training and storing a binary function or model for every edge. Hence, we first turn to analyze the number of edges.
Lemma 11
The number of vertices in the inner slices is at most ( log b K + 1) b.
Proof: Follows immediately from the construction in Appendix C.1.
Corollary 12
The number of edges is upper bounded:
Proof: Each vertex in the inner slices can have at most b + 1 outgoing edges. We use Lemma 11 and count also the b edges outgoing from the source. We get that the total inference time complexity 
E.2 Average binary training loss
We validate our hypothesis that wider graphs lead to easier binary problems. In the first row of Figure 9 we plot the average binary training loss ε as a function of model size. The average is both over the induced binary subproblems and over the five runs.
In all datasets we observe a decrease of the average error as the slice width b grows. The decrease is sharp for low values of b and then practically almost converges (to zero). These plots validate our claim -as the subproblems become more unbalanced they also become easier. 
E.3 Multiclass training error
In the second row of Figure 9 we plot the multiclass training error (when using loss-based decoding defined in (1) with the squared hinge loss) and its bound (3) for different model sizes 5 (MBytes).
For the bound, we set the minimum distance ρ = 4 as explained in Section 6, and L SH (0) = 1. The average binary loss ε was computed as in (4) .
For all datasets, the multiclass training error follows qualitatively its bound. For the two larger datasets, shown in the two right panels, both the error and its bound decrease to some point, and then start to increase. This can be explained as follows: at some point, the increase in the slice widths (and and the model size), stops to significantly decrease (see first row of Figure 9 ), such that the term × ε appears in the training error bound (3) overall starts increasing (recall that the denominator ρ × L (0) is constant). By comparing these plots to the multiclass test accuracy plots in Figure 5 , we observe that at the same point where the training error and its bound start to increase, the test accuracy does not increase significantly anymore. For example, for LSHTC1 and Dmoz datasets, the training error bounds start to increase at around model size of 2 12 , and at the same time the test accuracy stops increasing significantly. This suggests that model size of 2 12 is a good point in terms of accuracy/model size tradeoff.
E.4 Average predictions margin
As discussed in Section 7.1, the following Figure 10 shows that for larger values of b, the predictions margin increases. 
E.6 Experimental results of the sparsity experiments
In the following Figure 11 we show that wider graphs induce models which use less features, even before pruning.
This may help understand the results in Section 7.3, where we show that the larger slice widths allow pruning more weights without accuracy degradation. In the following Table 2 : Simulation results for the sparse models.
